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Motivation:
Cell Segmentation
Abstract

Data
-Data

Evaluation

• 5 segmentations per image (1,350 crowdsourced segmentations)
• Online segmentation tool: LabelMe
• Crowdsourcing platform:
Amazon Mechanical Turk

Original

Target

Goal: Empowering biomedical researchers to collect high-quality cell
segmentations
Challenge: No ground truth for data in the wild
Solution: Efficiently collect high quality segmentations with the crowd

Crowdsourcing
of Segmentation Problem
-Goals
Common observation: Crowd workers make poor quality
segmentations.
Common suggestion: Aggregate redundant crowd work [1,2]

• Examples:

• Worker qualifications: 100 previous tasks, 92% approval rate
• Price: $0.02 per image segmentation
• Time allotted for each segmentation: 10 minutes

• Segmentation evaluation methodology:
• Comparison against gold standard
• Jaccard similarity index:

Machine Learning
Approach
Predicting
Segmentation
Quality
• Prediction features:
• Geometric features (e.g., area, perimeter)
• Intensity features (e.g., average gray-scale value)
• User behavioral features (e.g., time, number of user clicks)

Comparison with Fusion Method:

Average quality scores (y-axis) and the number of annotations collected per
round of crowdsourcing (number on each bar) for (a) Fluorescence images
and (b) Phase contrast images.

Goal: Predicting Jaccard scores
Model: Random Forest Regressor
•
Correlation Coefficient (r)
•
Coefficient of Determination (R2)
•
Mean Absolute Error (MAE)

High quality by sacrificing efficiency (time and budget)
-Challenges
Research
Questions

• Given human budget, how to spend this budget to collect
high-quality segmentations?
• How to infer segmentation quality without ground truth?
• How to balance segmentation quality and task efficiency?
Dataset Content
270 cell images
1350 crowd drawings
Image Modalities
Phase contrast, Fluorescent

• Predictive power of models trained and tested separately.
Features: All image and behavioral features
PC [Phase Contrast]: rat and rabbit smooth
muscle cells and mouse fibroblasts
FL [Fluorescence]: Lu melanoma cells and
WM993 melanoma cells

[Gurari et al; WACV; 2015]

ICORD Learning Approach
Machine
Goal: Balances annotation accuracy and task efficiency.
• Procedure: Predicts the quality of crowd work
• prediction < threshold: Collects additional segmentations
• prediction >= threshold: Stops and trusts the crowd work

Conclusion: ICORD achieves the same segmentation quality

while eliminating 50-75% of resources (budget and time)
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